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a b s t r a c t 

Offshore oil and gas drilling operations are going to remote and harsh arctic environments with demands for 

heightened safety and resilience of operational facilities. The remote and harsh environment is characterized by 

extreme waves, wind, storms, currents, ice, and fog that hinder drilling operations and cause structural failures 

of critical offshore infrastructures. The risk, safety, reliability, and integrity challenges in harsh environment op- 

erations are critically high, and a comprehensive understanding of these factors will aid operations and protect 

the investment. The dynamics, environmental constraints, and the associated risk of the critical offshore infras- 

tructures for safe design, installation, and operations are reviewed to identify the current state of knowledge. 

This paper introduces a systematic review of harsh environment characterization by exploring the metocean 

phenomena prevalent in harsh environments and their effects on the floating offshore structures performance 

and supporting systems. The dynamics of the floating systems are described by their six degrees of freedom and 

their associated risk scenarios. The systematic methodology further explores the qualitative, quantitative, and 

consequences modeling techniques for risk analysis of floating offshore systems in a harsh environment. While 

presenting the current state of knowledge, the study also emphasizes a way forward for sustainable offshore op- 

erations. The study shows that the current state of knowledge is inexhaustive and will require further research 

to develop a design that minimizes interruption during remote harsh offshore operations. Resilient innovation, 

IoT and digitalization provide opportunities to fill some of the challenges of remote Arctic offshore operations. 
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. Introduction 

Drilling operations in the remote harsh environment present diverse

echnical, operational, and logistics challenges to oil and gas develop-

ent. These challenges include but are not limited to catastrophic ac-

idents, operational downtime, system failures, and occupational risk.

herefore, consideration should be given to understanding the techni-

al issues associated with remote deep-water operations, especially with

achines and resources [1] . Understanding the operational dynamics of

he system and its performance in harsh environments is a fundamental

ey to sustainable oil and gas field development. 

In remote harsh environment operations, the metocean (environ-

ental) factors are complex, resulting in severe consequences for

rilling facilities and personnel in extreme scenarios [1] . Data gather-

ng for the operation of the floating system in an extreme and harsh

nvironment is limited to enable timely prediction, design, and detec-

ion of structural failures, safety assessments, and predictions of perfor-

ance degradation and the remaining structural life of the systems [2] .

he high-tech development of real-time monitoring and data gathering

quipment for harsh environment offshore operation is still evolving.

he complex environmental loads adversely affect the subsea facilities,
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ncluding riser and mooring systems, resulting in a complicated failure

henomenon. Understanding the processes, dynamics, and risk involved

n the remote harsh environment operation is key to safe operation and

ood modeling, particularly in developing resilience and emergency re-

ponse models. These models are useful and critical in data gathering

nd help to better predict the possible accident scenarios in the course

f operation. Proneness and accuracy are crucial for effective response

n offshore operations. 

The current study presents the state of knowledge and understanding

f the challenges in remote harsh offshore operations, which include the

nvironment, structural dynamics, operational risk, safety, and logistics

hallenges. There exists limited knowledge in actual system design and

redictions that will minimize interruption and optimize operations. A

ystematic methodology is used to explore various effects of the oper-

tional dynamics on system performance and operational risk in harsh

ffshore operations. A way forward for sustainable offshore operations

n the remote harsh arctic environment is presented. 

The remaining sections of the paper are structured thus: section 2

f the research characterizes the harsh environment and recent models

or prediction. Section 3 presents offshore system dynamics challenges

n remote arctic operations. Section 4 focuses on operational risk and
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afety challenges. Section 5 explores knowledge gaps and research op-

ortunities, while section 6 concludes the paper. 

. Harsh offshore environment characterization 

The remote and harsh operating environment is commonly described

s extremely low temperatures, winds, waves, snowdrifts, polar low

ressures, atmospheric and sea-spray icing, sea-ice induced vibrations,

easonal darkness, and poor visibility due to fog and snowstorms, etc.

ince the reliability performance of Arctic oil and gas facilities is ad-

ersely affected by such an environment [3,4] , a proper understanding

f its effect on facility integrity is crucial to sustaining operation from

he design stage. 

The characteristics of these areas like remoteness, lack of infrastruc-

ure, icing events, sea ice conditions, and harsh climatic conditions in-

ensify these challenges. This should be attributed to high uncertainties

nd operational risks [3] . The risk has an adverse effect on the envi-

onment in the case of an accident during operation. The remoteness

auses long supply routes vulnerability and interruption due to sea ice

onditions, fog, long periods of darkness, and other weather phenom-

na [5] . Polar Low is also a critical phenomenon that affects offshore

perations in remote arctic environments. The formation results from

ntense mesoscale cyclones with less than 1000 km horizontal exten-

iveness. The cyclone’s formation process is rapid and difficult to pre-

ict clearly in such a harsh environment. It is characterized by sudden

eather changes with snowfall and a rapid increase in wind speed. Re-

earch shows that the wind generates sea spray in a harsh environment;

he sea spray causes microbial growth in drilling and production facili-

ies [6] . 

The challenging environment, sea ice, icebergs, and fog are critical

nvironmental conditions that affect offshore operations [7] . For the

arents Sea, it is reported that ice formation can be up to 2 m thick

or unreformed first-year ice and 3–5 m for a multi-year period [8] .

he foregoing shows that waves, wind, storms, and ice are prevailing

lements of a remote and harsh environment that describe the metocean

haracteristic of a region of operations. 

.1. Metocean (loads) challenges 

Metocean analysis presents the interaction of the various natural

henomenon associated with ocean dynamics. These phenomena in-

lude waves, wind, storms, currents, and tides and are measured using

i-tech equipment to form a data bank for operation (generally, with a

00-year return period). These data are used to predict future analysis.

hese data are presented using a probability of exceedance to describe

he extreme value for a given period. 

.1.1. Wind load effects 

The wind is one of the environmental loads that the floating system

xperiences in harsh environment operations. Wind speed and direction

f propagation affect the floating system responses during the drilling

peration. Critical wind speed affects other support operations such as

rane and helicopter operations, especially during remote harsh drilling

perations [2] . Actual data gathering and prediction of wind projection

n such an environment are crucial in the risk-based analysis for such op-

rations. The safety of the offshore system, personnel, and operational

acilities suffer adverse effects due to the wind load on the structure

9] . Most times, the results are rocking, slamming, flooding of the deck,

nd acceleration of the state of excitation. Lateral rolling is associated

ith wind-induced loading on ships. Zangeneh et al. [10] present the ef-

ect of wind loads on structure response in a harsh sea state. The result

hows that the heading instability associated with the floating structure

ecreases at a certain wind speed with a wavelength ratio greater than

.17. This prediction of the operating envelope will guarantee safe op-

ration in extreme wind conditions. Continuous research is needed to
154 
etter understand this criterion at its maximum occurring speed, per-

issible limits, and probability of occurrence to guide the drillship op-

ration prediction, especially in a harsh environment. 

.1.2. Waves load effects 

In offshore operation, wave modeling is generally defined by wave

eight and period and is used to design and predict the dynamic insen-

itivity of the offshore system. The pre-known wave pattern is for a 100-

ear return period analysis of the wave data. For practical modeling, the

ave data for the period are collected at different wavelets and com-

ined in random phases [11] . The waves are represented in an infinite

umber of sinusoidal wavelets with different frequencies and directions.

he wave spectrum is used to plot the distribution of these wavelets

gainst frequency and orientation [12] . Statistical tools are commonly

sed to describe the random nature of ocean surfaces. These statistical

roperties of spontaneous waves in a sea may be assumed to be approx-

mately constant for short periods of one to three hours [12] . Few fre-

uency spectra models have been proposed, which include JONASWAP,

ierson & Moskowitz, etc. [11] . These models present formulation to an-

lyze the spectrum that characterizes the prevailing waves in an open

ea, and the wave height is represented by the routinely estimated pe-

iod. The significant wave height is denoted by 𝐻 𝑠 and represents the

eight for a sea state [12] . This analysis is dependent on the 100-year

eturn period. 

The system performance analysis is inadequate for a remote harsh

nvironment with limited data and an unpredictable sea state. The im-

act of this limitation and the wave generation, especially at an extreme

eight, affects the offshore operation in such an environment. Research

lso shows that swells is predominant in remote and harsh operating en-

ironments, affecting the dynamic of the floating structures [13] . Swells

re waves with gradually increasing height and period along the path;

sually, the period is between ten to twenty seconds. Although the wave

mplitude may be small, it can cause heavy vessel oscillations because

he wave period is close to the vessel’s natural period. Therefore, ori-

nting the ship into the incoming waves (wind-induced waves or swell

oming from different directions) is essential to sustain its operability.

esearch has shown no firm conclusion of swell spectrum modeling, al-

hough Forristall et al. [14] showed that swell spectrum has a triangular

r lognormal shape. Understanding this phenomenon will help predict

ts impact on the floating system design and operation. Wave loads on

oating offshore systems play a dominant role in the design, construc-

ion, transportation, installation, and process [15] . Wave formation by

ea state is irregular, and this causes a non-linear loading impact on the

oating systems. 

The dynamism in sea wave formation calls for a time-history analysis

f structural response during extreme loading conditions [16] . Although

onventional dynamic analysis has been in use, its time-consuming dis-

dvantages informed the development of a better methodology. Further

mprovement to obtain more optimum solutions and cost reduction anal-

sis under harsh environment wave loading conditions was proposed

y [ 15 , 17 ]. The Endurance Time Analysis (ETA) model proposed by

iahi and Estekanchi [17] shows a high degree of accuracy and effi-

iency for the dynamic structural modeling subjected to a natural dis-

ster (e.g., an earthquake). For modeling irregular wave loading on the

tructure in a harsh environment, Diznab et al. [18] and Jahanmard

t al. [19] proposed the Endurance Wave Analysis (EWA) technique for

he non-linear analysis of the structure. This model shows better perfor-

ance and scope of application compared to ETA. 

Further research has been done to fully understand the performance

t extreme high environmental loading on the vessel dynamics. Abaei

t al. [16] proposed the dynamic modeling of floating structures using

WA for considering a range of storm conditions. The methodology was

pplied to a Floating Storage Unit (FSU), and it shows a high degree of

redibility for the analysis of offshore structures in a harsh environment.

hey subjected the structure to three states of excitation and evaluated

he structural response to the impact of the storm wave. This model
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redicts the operating envelope and an unsafe condition that demands

n emergency response during operations. The Intensifying Constrained

ew Wave model (ICNWM) is also an advanced model used to conduct

isk escalation assessments for offshore structures under storm impact.

he model can predict the storm envelope for operational and survival

imits of the offshore systems in an extreme state. Its linear form is de-

ailed in the work of [18] : 

Further analysis of extreme and rogue waves and their impacts on

ffshore systems in a harsh environment are recorded in the refer-

nced literature [ 20 , 21 ]. Numerical investigations of extreme and rogue

aves based on field data have given a clear understanding of this

henomenon’s generation mechanism and dynamic properties. Detailed

ork done can be found in [ 22 , 23 ]. Mohajernassab et al. [24] presented

 modified endurance wave analysis based on the “Modified Intensifying

ew-wave (MINW) ” for a time-dependent performance prediction. The

ew-wave model involves a time series superposition of linear wavelets

or extreme wave prediction in a random sea state. Although Denchfield

t al. [25] and Enderami et al. [26] have demonstrated the application of

 new-wave model for the prediction of the ship and offshore structure

erformance in random sea state, the modified methodology of Moha-

ernassab et al. [24] has provided a more accurate result in offshore

afety assessment under extreme wave conditions. 

Sloshing is a phenomenon that occurs due to extreme wave effects; it

ffects the ship’s motion response and significantly influences the ship’s

ydrodynamic behavior. In most cases, the sloshing flow’s natural fre-

uency becomes close to the ship’s motion response, creating signifi-

ant discomfort and excitation of the vessel. Researchers have used var-

ous theories to model the sloshing effect on LNG carriers and FPSO

perations to understand their dynamics and predict the impacts on

he vessel performance for different operating modes [ 27–29 ]. Jiang

t al. [27] analyzed the effect of the sloshing coupling, considering the

hip motion response and the loading impact on the ship. The numerical

odel was examined on a three-dimensional LNG-FPSO, and it shows

ow the sloshing effect on the vessel can be predicted. More research

s needed for an integrated risk-based framework to predict and ana-

yze the real-time degradation effect of slamming on offshore systems

n remote and harsh environments. 

The green water effect is a non-linear phenomenon that is wave-

ased and common in harsh environments. The impact of green water is

evastating, resulting in vessels capsizing and destroying of superstruc-

ure onboard the drillship. Mac Gregor et al. [30] reported damages of

ow and superstructure because of green water incidents. Attention has

een drawn to examine this phenomenon and properly model its effect

n critical offshore infrastructures. Kleefsman et al. [31] presented a

umerical prediction of green water loading together with the vessel

otion and wave field. The result gave an overview of associated un-

ertainty. Further analysis was conducted by Zhu et al. [32] to minimize

ncertainty using a numerical wave tank to simulate the wave-ship in-

eraction and green water. They adopted the Navier-Stokes equation and

ontinuity equation to model the fluid field. The integrated model was

ble to predict and analyze the impacting forces of green water on the

odel drillship. 

For accuracy and better prediction of wave analysis and design in-

egration in a harsh environment, some industry regulators have up-

ated their standards to accommodate extreme and severe wave con-

itions with a 10,000-year return period [33] . This is to guide against

ndangering the structural integrity of the floating or fixed structures in

 harsh environment. Despite the several applications of modern CFD

o predict the length of the calm period and the time of occurrence of

angerous sea states, there still exists a critical level of uncertainty in

he result of most predictions [ 34 , 35 ]. Continuous research is needed

o understand further the impact of extreme and rogue waves on the

ystem dynamics in the operational phase of floating offshore systems

n remote and harsh environments. This understanding could be inte-

rated into the risk assessment and structural integrity management

ramework. 
l  

155 
.1.3. Current and storm effects 

In a harsh environment, the subsea systems such as the riser, moor-

ng system, and umbilical are susceptible to currents’ effects, and their

esponses are destructive [1] . The total extreme water level (TEWL)

t a location during a stormy event determines the degree of impact

n the topsides and supporting structure of the drillship. This causes

 large structural effect that affects the integrity of the structure. The

torm surge is a critical condition that must be estimated during tropical

torms. The storm type formation and surge propagation are classified

s tropical, extra-tropical, and surge-tide formation [ 36 , 37 ]. The surge

ormation is due to a large-scale increase in the sea level during any

torm. Physical and environmental processes influence the magnitude

nd formation. In the harsh environment of the high tide range, storm-

ide formation can be created, and the structure can experience a dual

oading impact. 

Predictive models for the surge impact analysis, especially for hurri-

ane surges and others, are presented in the literature [ 37–39 ]. Bernier

nd Thompson [37] present a 2D non-linear barotropic model to predict

he frequency of storm surges and extreme sea levels in the northwest

tlantic. This prediction guides deep sea operators to schedule major

rojects or maintenance work. The effect of future climates due to storm

urge formation, joint statistics of extreme storm surge, sea severity, and

he statistical model for surge characteristics conditional on the occur-

ence of extreme values of significant wave height are presented in the

iterature [ 40–42 ]. This provides the range for storm surge probability

f occurrence at a given location. 

Abaei et al. [16] also predicted the offshore structure’s response to

he storm and developed the structural safety envelope for the offshore

tructure’s storm-induced sway and surge motion, as shown in Fig. 1 .

utside the predicted safe envelope, the drillship will suffer major struc-

ural damage resulting in the vessel capsizing due to extreme wave im-

act. This environmental phenomenon is dynamic, so more studies on

ts effect on critical offshore infrastructures are needed to enhance struc-

ural resilience for operations in remote and harsh environments. 

.1.4. Ice loads effects 

Ice formation is characteristic of remote and harsh (arctic) environ-

ents. This environment is harsh to the drilling operation. The iceberg

nd offshore structure (ship) interaction affect the system’s structural

ntegrity. The integrity degradation of the structure is common in the

rctic environment and is caused by the formation of local and global

ctions, vibration, abrasion, seabed scouring, etc. The iceberg’s loading

mpact depends on the ice strength, geometry of the interaction, and

he speed of the ice field movement [43] . Research has shown that a

hip-shape turret moored system provides better support in severe wave

onditions and the dynamic condition of an ice field [8] . Offshore struc-

ures experience sharp oscillation due to very slow-moving ice, and the

ce strength is dependent on the loading rate. The oscillations result in

xcitation of the structural elements and degradation of the structural

ntegrity [43] . The ice loading depends on the area of impact on the

tructure. Takeuchi et al. [44] show that the real contact area of the off-

hore facility by the iceberg is related to the material strain and stress.

his defines the failure pattern of the structure under the iceberg im-

act and its velocity. Numerical modeling of the iceberg behavior and

nfluence on the offshore facilities is also presented [45] . 

The ice-structure interaction is of different types based on the ice-

erg’s relatively low and very high velocity. Shkhinek et al. [46] group

he interactions into two: (1). An initial impact corresponding to the first

ce/structure contact; (2). Penetration of the structure into the ice. Ice-

nduced vibration may create operational challenges (the serviceability

imit state) and lead to fatigue failure of structural elements. Flexible

tructures, such as risers, and the umbilical under ice action, suffer vi-

ration significantly and can result in total failure. Vibration impact also

epends on the iceberg’s velocity and the maximum action level [47] .

ncreased icing occurs simultaneously with extreme wind speeds and

ow air and seawater temperature [48] . Although ice load scenarios are
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Fig. 1. Trajectories of the Sway and Surge motions during the storm [16] . 
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ite dependent, the need to understand their geometry in relation to the

ynamic response of the offshore facility (FPSO), in combination with

ther prevailing harsh environmental factors, calls for further research.

Ice formation and accumulation increase rapidly in extreme wind,

ave, and tide conditions and impose additional gravity (load) actions

n the offshore structure or drillship [49] . The safety of these facilities

s threatened, especially if the vessel is moored and fended. Although

afety factors might have been integrated in design consideration, cer-

ain off-design environmental impacts may occur, and potential life and

perational threat scenarios may occur. Further studies for a better un-

erstanding of the ice-structure interaction and prediction are necessary

or operation in the remote harsh environment. 

. Floating offshore system operational challenges in remote 

arsh operations 

Ship motion is described by six degrees of freedom (6-DOF), rep-

esented by the ship’s orientation in the operating environment. These

re the roll, pitch, heave, sway, surge, and yaw motions. The environ-

ental factors’ prevalence in the harsh environment critically affects

he dynamic of the offshore system orientation. This combination poses

erious challenges for remote offshore operations. 

.1. Roll motion effects 

Roll motion is a critical dynamic of the phenomenon of critical off-

hore infrastructure and is overexcited by the waves. Swell waves criti-

ally affect the dynamic of the drillship during operation because they

ttack from a different direction. Anundsen [13] shows that the swell

ave effect causes heavy rolling of offshore systems and must be con-

idered in design load estimation to ensure the safe operation of the
156 
ystems. Swells-based roll becomes more critical with a combination of

ead sea and beam formation and may cause significant roll acceleration

hat will affect the topside structure, equipment, and subsea systems. 

Ross [50] presented a non-linear modeling equation for ship maneu-

ering analysis in waves using convolution integral formulations of the

dded mass. This model was able to predict the rolling characteristic

f the vessel to a certain degree of accuracy. The weak and strong non-

inear sea loads on the offshore system under waves’ influence are identi-

ed to improve the integral convolution model. He groups the weak and

obust non-linear models for hydrodynamic loads as wave-current-body

nteraction and slamming loads, respectively. High amplitude resulting

n roll motion is strongly non-linear and exhibits a high chaotic behav-

or. Fig. 2 demonstrates the direction of motion of the vessel as she lists

rom the center of buoyancy, and Fig. 3 is a stability diagram that shows

hat the roll stability is dependent on the roll angle and is crucial in the

esign and operation of the floating offshore structure. 

The dynamic stability method for a ship’s roll motion under waves

s built on the restoring moment is detailed in the referenced literature

51] . A more complex formation by applying the Taylor series expansion

as been developed from the simple model proposed by Ibrahim and

race [51] . Lin and Kuang [52] conducted a test for roll-motion predic-

ion using a digital self-consistent ship experimental laboratory (DiSSEL)

odel. The result shows the effectiveness of roll-damping component

ccuracy on numerical prediction of its impact. Chakrabarti [53] for-

ulated a model prediction for damping characteristics using the em-

irical formula. Several improvements to optimize the non-linear damp-

ng term in roll modeling have been made using the non-linear polyno-

ial term and random decrement, where the wave excitation takes the

aussian white noise process. Ibrahim and Grace [51] developed an ad-

anced ship stability prediction model in beam sea analysis. The model

evealed that the hydrodynamic roll moments on the vessel are depen-
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Fig. 2. The Righting Arm. 

Fig. 3. Dependence of the Righting Arm on the Roll Angle [51] . 
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ent on the relative motion of the vessel and wave. Further methods for

dentifying linear and non-linear damping and restoring roll parameters

ere described in the referenced literature [54] . The author presented a

ombination of random decrement techniques, linear regression, auto-

nd cross-correlation functions, and artificial neural-network techniques

or linear and non-linear parameter identification. He notably predicts

he ship rolling effect by an unknown excitation in a realistic sea. 

Stochastic and probabilistic models have also been developed to pre-

ict the ship’s sea wave-induced roll motion. These models can also in-

egrate the pitch equation and represent its coefficient for the restor-

ng moment of the roll motion analysis. Roberts [55] , among other re-

earchers, has stochastically analyzed the ship roll prediction using the

tochastic averaging methods and obtained the roll angle amplitude.

he probabilistic description of random seas helps to predict the up-

er bound operating envelope against a ship’s capsizing by identify-

ng the ship’s parameter in roll motion. Different approaches have been

dopted, such as path integral techniques [56] , stochastic chaotic roll

otion techniques [57] , quasi-two-degree-of-freedom stochastic model
157 
58] , and the successive-transition method [59] . The latter is based on

n analytical approximation for the transition probability density. It can

ccount for the damping matrix in its application for a one-dimensional

on-linear model. 

For safe offshore system operation in random waves, Liu et al.

60] and Liu et al. [61] consider the instantaneous state of the ship

nd narrowband energy spectrum to solve the non-linear roll differen-

ial equation in the time domain. They further integrate the random Mel-

ikov mean-square criterion to determine the threshold intensity for the

nset of chaos. The result shows that the ship may undergo a stochas-

ic chaotic motion when the real intensity of white noise exceeds the

hreshold intensity [61] . In extreme roll formation where the roll angle

xceeds 5°, drilling operations are interrupted and even suspended. Yin

t al. [62] predicted the ship roll motion during maneuvering using a ra-

ial basis function neural network (RBFNN) model. The model showed

ccuracy in online critical roll angle identification and prediction. 

Fu et al. [63] predicted the ship roll motion using the extreme learn-

ng machine technique (ELM) to address the uncertainty of traditional
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ime series models. The prediction gave a more accurate result in com-

arison with another model. Rahaman et al. [64] used a potential flow-

ased solver to predict ship response in waves. The model was demon-

trated on three ship types, and it identified safer ship heading angles

or operation, especially for oceangoing vessels. Different probability

pproaches are needed in determining the upper bound of roll motion.

 better understanding of the probabilistic characteristics of the roll

otion formation will help offshore system reliability prediction and

nsure safe offshore operation in a remote and harsh environment. 

.2. Pitch motion effects 

Pitch motion involves the ship lifting at the bow, lowering at the

tern, and vice versa and is propagated along the y-axis. The angles of

itch vary with the length of the vessel. They are within the range of

°− 8°. Pitch motion is associated simultaneously with heave and roll

otion occurrence. Various researchers have investigated the heave-

itch motion of platforms, both fixed and floating systems. Rho and Choi

65] analyzed the heave-pitch motion of a spar platform and showed

hat the non-linearity mechanism developed is due to the energy trans-

er phenomenon between the heave and pitch mode. Most associated

nstability in the spar platform pitch is caused by heave [66] . That is

he coupling effect between the heave and pitch on the spar platform.

he coupled non-linear mathematical model was developed by Neves

t al. [67] to simulate the coupled heave-roll-pitch motion, and the

odel is applied to the dynamic stability of a vertical cylinder in regular

aves. 

Further analysis was presented by Liu et al. [68] based on Math-

eu’s unstable motion and coupled heave-pitch motions in regular waves.

hey applied the model to obtain the parameter domain of wave height

nd the period of unsteady motion. Zhao et al. [69] studied the heave-

itch coupling of the spar platform and revealed that the energy of

he heave mode was saturated at a specific wave height, which de-

ned the characteristics of the safe state of the platform. A 1st-order

andom wave loads model, Morison equation, 2nd-order, and an inte-

rated coupled model were used for the heave-pitch analysis of the spar

latforms [ 70–72 ]. 

Advanced non-linear vibration modes were presented by Gavassoni

t al. [73] to investigate a spar platform’s non-linear dynamic behavior

nd stability. They were able to predict the structural response under

mpact. Liu et al. [74] considered the 1st-order and 2nd-order random

ave loads and used the frequency-domain wave load transfer func-

ions and JONSWAP spectrum to model the platform’s pitch motion.

he result shows that the 2nd-order low-frequency wave loads cause

n increase in the platform’s pitch motion, which shows the contrib-

tory effects of wave loads on the offshore structure. This also has a

ontributory effect, when coupled with a heave, on the safe state of the

latform. 

Wang et al. [75] analyzed the pitch motion for a new sandglass-type

oating body using a control law and pitch inertial effect. They pro-

osed a new design concept that shows better pitch response in extreme

ea states. The result shows that there is a decrease in the pitch motion

esponse using sandglass-type floating system. The FPSO operation ex-

eriences larger pitch motions in long head waves than in bow waves.

hough studies have described the heave-pitch coupled motion effects

n offshore structures, a better understanding of the stochastic state of

he sea and associated complexity in the harsh environment is critical

or safe operation and needs further investigation. 

.3. Sway motion effects 

Sway motion is the sideway motion of a ship in maneuvering. It is a

ranslational type of motion influenced by internal and external forces.

hese forces may result from rudder-hull interaction, propulsor, wind,

r sea current. The damping coefficient describes the hydrodynamic in-

eraction involved in sway motion. In an offloading operation, where
158 
here is side-to-side interaction with tankers, the hydrodynamic interac-

ion is stronger in the sway direction. Several models predict the sway

otion interaction and effects on floating vessels. Ching-Tang and Li-

hen [76] presented a model for real-time motion analysis using the

ewton-Euler formulation. This new algorithm could predict the linear

nteraction of the yaw and sway motions without their combination. In

atis and Peter [77] , surge, sway, and yaw dynamic responses were pre-

icted, and the model was able to simulate complex non-linearity in dif-

erent ships’ applications. Fossen [78] and Chen and Ju [79] predict the

way motion using transfer function models and time-dependent differ-

ntial equations. In side-side operation, sway drift forces act collinearly

n opposite directions. In most cases, this occurs in head wave conditions

nd is the determinant parameter for the safe design and performance

f the floating system. 

.4. Heave motion effects 

Heave motion effects on floating vessels or platforms are crucial for

he safe operation of such systems. The generation of random waves’

oads on board the ship increases the vessel dynamic, as described by the

ix degrees of motion associated with offshore floating systems. Heave

otion of a floating system or drillship is expressed in the vertical plane

nd vortex-induced in the horizontal plane because of wave impact. A

on-linear mechanism defines Heave-resonance associated with the crit-

cal state. Tao et al. [80] revealed that the hull form geometry plays a

ey role in the heave-resonant reduction. A hull shape’s geometry in-

reases damping and modulates the natural heave period. This reflects

he advances in the structural design of drillships for harsh environment

pplications. 

Li and Ou [81] obtained the heave response Amplitude Operators

RAOs) of a spar platform using the combination of numerical iteration

nd viscous damping linearization methodology. It shows that the heave

esponse of the system displays a high level of sensitivity to the wave

eriod. High wave formation (increases in wave period) critically in-

reases the heave response of the floating system. Liu et al. [82] show

hat the heaving amplitude increases significantly with transient wave

levation. Dynamic coupling of moon pool and platform, as presented in

 82 , 83 ], shows that the heave motions of a truss spar platform were sig-

ificantly affected by the motions of the water of the moon pool. Several

oupling scenarios are necessary to understand the contributing effects

f the heave motion configuration on the safe operation of the floating

ffshore systems in remote and harsh environments. 

.5. Surge motion effects 

Surge motion describes the floating ship’s linear longitudinal bow

nd stern motion and is translational. This motion is internally (rudder-

ull interaction) or externally (wind or sea current) induced, and it cre-

tes hydrodynamic forces on the vessel. It is necessary to understand

he phenomenon and its effect on the vessel dynamics in the course

f operation. Extreme environmental conditions increase the associated

oading impact of the phenomenon on floating offshore systems. Un-

erstanding this hydrodynamic force, Fonseca et al. [84] and Guedes

t al. [85] proposed a diverse methodology integrating strip theory,

ummin’s formulation, Froude Krylov, and hydrostatic model to esti-

ate the vertical motions and global structural loads resulting from the

urge motion effect. Determining the surge coefficient help to predict

ts impact on the vertical loading influence experienced under extreme

ave loads. Journée [86] used a semi-empirical method to calculate the

urge coefficient, which is also dependent on the vessel configuration.

he associated viscous damping is dependent on the frictional resistance

haracteristics equation. In most cases, coupled motion integrates the

urge, heave, and pitch motions to predict the effects on the floating

ffshore system [87] . This gives an overall coupled effect on the system

erformance. 
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.6. Yaw motion effects 

The yaw phenomenon is a mode of ship dynamic (rotation) around

he vertical axis. This phenomenon becomes overexcited in a remote and

arsh environment. The most associated effect of the yaw is coupled, ei-

her with roll or other associated degrees of motion. The coupled effect,

specially in the yaw-roll phenomenon, is critical for offshore system

afety. Quartering is one of the effects of yaw-roll coupling on ships.

uartering results in dynamic instability (broaching) in the high-speed

hip and the ship capsizing. The yaw-roll coupling effect can also result

n the dynamic instability of a drilling ship. 

Experimental investigation and a three-dimensional model for drill-

hip analysis under wave induced roll-yaw coupling was presented by

 88 , 89 ]. Their results showed a mutual influence between parametric-

oll resonance, bottom slamming, and water-on-deck in the head-sea

ondition of the drillship. They further defined the angle of 180° as the

onsidering heading angle 𝛽 and the bow-sea due to roll-yaw coupling at

75°. An experiment conducted by Greco et al. [90] on an FPSO model

howed that the effect of water on the deck is reduced when a yaw mo-

ion is unrestricted. Although coupled with a roll motion, a high level of

xcitation promotes instability and affects other associated phenomena

ike water-on-deck, slamming, etc. 

Lopez et al. [91] presented an experimental study of FPSO behavior

n the Gulf of Mexico. The analysis shows the effect of yaw as repre-

ented by its response amplitudes operator in a beam sea incident wave

ondition. Although the purpose of the mooring system is to eliminate

urge, sway, and yaw, the operation of the drillship suffers surge and

aw-related impact in most cases during tandem offloading operations.

his may result in damage to hawsers and spills. 

. Offshore systems risk and safety challenges in harsh Arctic 

perations 

In the past few decades, there has been a range of significant ac-

idents in offshore facilities with severe consequences (fatalities, eco-

omic loss, and environmental damages). The accidents of Piper Alpha

nd the Gulf of Mexico, among other cases, show devastating outcomes,

ausing the semi-submersible platform’s sinking and a helicopter acci-

ent. The operating environment plays a contributory role that affects

uman and system performance in a harsh environment. There are re-

ent models for human error analysis in offshore operations [ 92–94 ]

nd modern safety instrumented systems on offshore facilities, yet the

peration is still not safe. Inherent safety [95] has made tremendous

chievements by reducing the degree of offshore accidents in terms of

nstallation configuration, layout, and operation. 

The extreme harsh environment where catastrophic hurricanes oc-

ur, like the Gulf of Mexico, requires a critical analysis of environmen-

al loading on floating and fixed offshore structures at the operational

hase. Townsend [96] reported the shipwreck incident because of ex-

reme vessel responses experienced in a harsh environment. Decision

aking in a critical accident situation is difficult because of the terrain of

peration. Researchers have assessed floating structure accidents using

everal models based on historical data [ 97–99 ], yet there is still a high

ate of uncertainty in these predictions. In most cases, the unpredicted
able 1 

isk assessment methodology for offshore structure under storm [100] . 

Step 1-Critical Variables Step 2-Risk Model 

Hydrodynamic Analysis Probabilistic Analysis 

Develop a storm based on EWA Define/categorize probabil

different sea states and sto

Floating system encounters hydrodynamic storm modeling Find appropriate probabili

the critical response of the

Computational cost minimization during storm simulation Develop a BN for failure an

Inference diagram (ID) dev

159 
ature of natural phenomenon occurrence still limits the performance

f these frameworks. 

Abaei et al. [100] proposed a novel model that integrates the risk

stimation and the harsh environmental factors to model onboard crew

vacuation plans and a ship operating envelope in extreme storm con-

itions. They used a numerical model (Endurance Wave Analysis) and

ayesian network in their prediction; see methodology in Table 1 . The

ramework provides a better operational envelope for the floating stor-

ge unit in extreme storm conditions. In Abaei et al. [100] , several

ther contributory factors in the harsh environment were not consid-

red. However, to sustain operations and minimize interruption during

perations in the harsh environment, further research is needed to de-

elop a design-operational framework that can increase the resilience

f the offshore structures in extreme weather conditions and enhance

perational sustainability. 

.1. Risk scenario analysis 

Offshore support systems operation has associated hazards and risks

n a harsh arctic environment that can interrupt drilling activity if not

roperly managed. Various configurations are available in the differ-

nt oil fields, and they are expected to meet functional and safety re-

uirements. Many factors influence the performance and safe operation

f the FPSO. In most environmentally sensitive areas, waves and other

nvironmental factors significantly affect the vessel’s stability. Several

isks and failure scenarios have been observed over the years in FPSO

peration. Risk management (assessment, prevention, mitigation, and

esponse measures) should be dynamic for holistically safe operation. 

The offshore structure/drillship is a complex structure with the pri-

ary purpose of drilling, processing, and storing oil and gas products

sing onboard production processing facilities. Its complexity demands

 comprehensive risk modeling framework that will integrate the pro-

ess facilities (topside), ship, subsea systems, and auxiliary systems. The

revailing hazards arise from the drilling, production, processing, and

ffloading operations; risk and reliability analysis of the FPSO has been

xtensively studied over the years. MMS [101] uses a systematic opera-

ional safety technique to predict areas in the offshore system that need

mprovement for safer operation. As reported by Capsey et al. [ 102 ] and

mdel et al. [ 103 ], risk-based lessons learned for FPSO operation and

he FPSO-shuttle tanker interaction, if not managed adequately, result

n collision and spill accidents. 

.1.1. Spill (release) risk effects 

Several studies on spill or release incidents with FPSO operations

nd other offshore platforms have been reported in most harsh arctic

perations. Ward et al. [104] presented a quantitative risk assessment

f subsystem failure and the resulting spill from an FPSO, fixed platform,

par, and tension-leg platform (TLP). The research revealed that though

he FPSO poses environmental spill risks, the most contributory spill risk

actor is the FPSO-tanker operation, accounting for 63% by volume of

he total spills from FPSOs. The Mineral Management Service [101] clas-

ified FPSO risk as generic and site-specific, depending on the prevailing

ea state, resources sensitivity, structural configurations, vessel shape,
Step 3-Decision Analysis 

Decision Making 

ity distribution of 

rm 

Determine the crew optimum action in different storm 

conditions 

ty density function for 

 floating object 

Employ advanced probabilistic techniques such as BN 

and ID in decision making 

alysis 

elopment 
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nd other factors. Hazard identification and probabilistic risk analysis

ethodology are presented by [105] for modeling oil spills from FPSOs

n the Gulf of Mexico (GoM). The frequency and consequences model-

ng were evaluated using fault and event trees. They also categorized

ifferent hazard sources for offshore oil release by volume. 

Regg et al. [106] summarize offtake incidents reports and spills due

o loading and offloading FPSO operations in a harsh sea environment

North Sea). Metzger et al. [107] present an overview of the associated

isk of FPSO performance relative to the environment. They expatiate

he various failure modes in detail and suggest a robust risk manage-

ent system that integrates strong FPSO design and best operational

ractices. Lon čar et al. [108] proposed a numerical model for oil spill

isk analysis in the northern Adriatic. The model was applied to a hypo-

hetical case study to predict the dispersive transport phenomenon of oil

ea pollution. Li et al. [109] presented a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

ode for oil spill risk analysis. They applied the model to a port-based

ank and were able to establish a risk level and management procedure.

Blvd [110] and Anderson et al. [111] presented an updated spill

rom different platforms (floating and fixed) and identified causal fac-

ors for equipment failure, human error, weather/natural disaster, and

ther external factors. Couples of causal factors can initiate offshore

ystem-related releases. These associated spill risks in floating offshore

ystems and auxiliaries’ systems within the remote and harsh environ-

ent are rooted in riser leaks, topside process releases, cargo tank leaks,

wivel leaks, cargo pipe leaks, and structural failure in extreme weather.

everal leak (gas, liquid, or two-phase release) scenarios are associated

ith drillship (FPSO) operation for 15 years, and the classification of

ajor, significant, and minor based conditions are detailed in [112] .

n most cases, a large spill or release size is frequently caused by nat-

ral disasters and harsh weather conditions in floating offshore system

elated release scenarios. 

.1.2. Collision and offloading risk effects 

Collision scenarios and related marine risk consequences from FPSO

perations are presented in [113] . The common risk scenario that occurs

etween an FPSO and an off-take shuttle tanker is a collision. Vinnem

t al. [114] use risk influencing factors to model the collision frequency

f shuttle tankers and FPSOs during offloading operations. They identify

hat human and organizational factors are key elements for such an op-

ration. The risk influencing factors (RIF), as presented by Vinnem et al.

114] , are static states that represent an average level of some prevail-

ng conditions during operation. They are grouped into (1). Operational

IFs describe the shuttle tanker’s safe and efficient loading operation

nd FPSO offloading operations, (2). Organizational (Managerial) RIFs

escribe the control and management framework of the operation, and

3). Regulatory RIFs describe requirements and guidelines for opera-

ional monitoring and compliance. Similarly, Wang et al. [115] show

hat collision in ships generally is affected by a number of factors that

ust be integrated for a holistic collision modeling, especially in struc-

ural response assessment. Different scenarios associated with the FPSO-

huttle tanker collision incident are shown in Vinnem [116] , which he

efers to as the risk influence diagram. 

The combination of human (operational) and technical failure gives

 more significant contribution of about 40% of total collision risk. Moan

t al. [117] present a collision risk analysis of an FPSO-shuttle tanker

n structural failure, sinking, or capsizing. They use the accidental limit

tate (ALS), which gives a prescriptive or semi-prescriptive analysis of

he accident scenario. The ALS approach uses external and internal me-

hanics processes. The safety assessment of the FPSO considering the

ailure modes with respect to stability, structural strength, and position-

ng could predict the survival limit in accident conditions through ulti-

ate fatigue strength or ALS. This gives a design check on the structure

o resist abnormal effects (fire, explosion collision) and its response to

esist specified environmental conditions without extensive failure (to-

al collapse), especially when there is a high annual sea state probability

f exceedance. 
160 
A new 2D and 3D formulation have been presented in the literature.

iu and Amdahl [118] present an energy dissipation model that utilizes

he strain energy concept. Their formulation focuses on the external me-

hanics and impact analysis and is also applied to ship-iceberg collision

odeling. The ship-iceberg collision assessment is done considering a

on-vertical contact surface of the ship, and the mass of the iceberg is

odeled empirically. Different impact angles are modeled and predicted

he energy dissipated due to the iceberg collision scenario. 

Chen [119] describes the tanker drive-off initiation during tandem

ffloading as a complex human-machine interaction (HMI). Tandem of-

oading is a complex and complicated marine operation and demands a

ighly safe procedure. To better understand the accident scenario asso-

iated with tandem offloading in a harsh environment, Chen [119] cat-

gorized its finding from the human-caused mode of the incident and

ear misses as initiating action, response action, and latent action. He

eveloped a human error-based probabilistic model for a shuttle tanker.

xcessive surging and yawing motions from environmental constraints

ffect the offloading operations. In excessive yaw motion, heading de-

iation from the tanker vessel could result in position reference signal

oss between the FPSO and the shuttle tanker [119] . In such a situation,

he dynamic positioning inappropriateness and other technical failures

esult in drive-off collision accidents [120] . Rodriguez et al. [121] pre-

ented a cause-consequence model that identifies a physical condition

hat describes hazardous events in offloading operations. The hazardous

vents identified are classified based on their stage of occurrence. They

dopt a qualitative assessment, establish the possibility, and set mitiga-

ion for the hazard event occurrence. 

Recent approaches for risk analysis in the three operational phases of

PSO offloading are presented in the literature [ 122–126 ]. The models

over areas of quantitative risk analysis, qualitative risk analysis, and

ynamic models. Vinnem et al. [127] present an updated report on the

ast decade’s risk analysis and present online decision support models

or FPSO-shuttle tanker collision risk reduction. This is expected to inte-

rate and handle data uncertainty and measure, simulate and generate

robabilistic risk information. This integrated framework provides deci-

ion making aid in safety-critical deep offshore and harsh environment

perations. Although the model presents a prospective application, un-

ertainty, the human factor and extreme environmental scenario still

ose interruption and economic risk in offshore operations. 

.1.3. Topside systems risk effects 

The drillship configurations are structured into different units with

pecific functions and operations. Risers connected to the FPSO trans-

it production fluids from the subsea oil reservoirs, and the fluids

re separated using topside facilities ( Fig. 4 ). The topside facilities in-

lude oil treatment (filtering, oil separation, oil storage), gas treatment

gas compression, dehydration, well injection, equipment fuelling), and

ater treatment (filtration and processing, sea discharge, well injec-

ion). Other auxiliary systems include electrical power systems, flaring

ystems, firefighting equipment, the inert gas system, freshwater sys-

ems/accommodation support and fuel, lubrication, greasing systems,

tc. The operation of these facilities has associated hazards and risks

hat affect the entire vessel and interrupt the drilling operation if not

dequately managed. System failures, leaks, overflow, and release are

ommon topside risk scenarios that are also critical to the safe opera-

ion of the drillship. Generally, risk analysis is grouped into qualitative,

uantitative, and dynamic risk analysis frameworks. 

Several qualitative tools have been adopted for offshore process risk

ssessment, such as hazard identification (HAZID), hazard and operabil-

ty (HAZOP), what-if-analysis, structured what-if-technique (SWIFT),

ause and effect diagrams, checklist, strength, weakness, opportunities

nd threats (SWOT), failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) [129] .

hese techniques, in general, are checklists used to identify and examine

otential hazards and risks as well as their causes and associated conse-

uences. These provide information for design, maintainability, safety,

eliability, probability, and availability analysis for engineering systems.
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Fig. 4. Typical FPSO Modules Layout [128] . 
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everal terms are adopted to describe the individual approaches based

n the areas of applications. 

Quantitative risk models for the offshore industry have tremendously

mproved over the years. The quantitative models integrate risk iden-

ification, ranking, prioritization, consequences, and corrective (pre-

autionary) measures. An overview of the process risk and accident

odels can be found in [130] . They presented a distinguished com-

arison of the various models and the most promising offshore acci-

ent modeling technique. They presented a framework for comparison

f the quantitative risk analysis and the dynamic risk analysis (DRA)

trategies. 

The capacity of the DRA to include an updated probability of fail-

re of safety systems make it most promising for a dynamic risk sce-

ario. The Bayesian network (BN) is one of the DRA tools that has been

xtensively used in risk and safety engineering because of its capabil-

ty to assess scenarios involving dependability, probability prediction,

nd conditional probability formation [ 131–134 ]. Advanced configu-

ation through hybridization of BN has been proposed as seen in the

ynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) [135] for military application, Bow-

ie BN framework [136] for offshore application, the Fuzzy BN approach

nd the Hybrid BN approach [ 94 , 137 , 138 , 139 ] for marine system appli-

ation. Other DRA frameworks, configurations, and applications in the

ffshore and process industry, such as the SHIPP models, are detailed in

 130–144 ]. 

Accident scenarios have associated consequences in offshore pro-

ess operations. For process operation, common consequences can be

lassified as an explosion, fire, and toxic release [145] and for marine

offshore) operation, like collision, foundering, grounding, stranding,

apsizing (loss), fire, and explosion [146] . Several consequences model-

ng techniques have been proposed over the years for offshore process-

elated operations, ranging from source modeling to impact modeling

 147 , 148 ]. 

Several topside fire models have also been developed. Some are cited

n [149] , where a quantitative risk assessment of gas explosion was car-

ied out on the topside of an offshore platform using a flame accelera-

ion simulator. They were able to assess the hydrocarbon leak risk and

arious fire consequences due to an accident scenario. Suardin et al.

128] presented a model for comparative analysis of fire and explosion

n FPSO topside operations. The model gave an overview and showed

onsequences assessment capability with expert systems to identify ar-

as for control recovery measures. Dan et al. [150] present a quantitative

onsequences-based risk analysis of the LNG Liquefaction process (DMR

ycle) on an FPSO using PHAST. The model was applied to an optimiza-

ion DMR cycle process of an LNG FPSO, possible leaks scenarios were

dentified, and subsequent fire and explosion scenarios were modeled.

he authors were able to establish that for the topside operation, jet

re, explosion, and flash fire are the possible accidents in releases due

o possible leaks. 
o  

161 
Jin and Jang [151] presented a probabilistic-based fire risk anal-

sis model for the topside of an FPSO. The proposed model was de-

eloped to solve the common challenges of applying accidental design

oads [112] to fire-based structural consequence analysis. The model

as demonstrated on the FPSO separation modules and was able to

resent a cumulative failure frequency of the topside structure, and was

seful in determining the minimum passive fire protection application

rea. Jin et al. [152] proposed a quantitative-probabilistic fire risk as-

essment model that integrates possible scenarios of hazard identifica-

ion and their probabilities with CFD-based simulation. For a release

cenario, the model was demonstrated the safety of the topside struc-

ure (living quarters) on a semi-drilling rig system. The model predicted

he damages and temperature distribution and contours because of the

elease scenario. 

Baalisampang et al. [153] present a CFD model for fire modeling of

oating LNG process facilities. The model was demonstrated on the top-

ide facilities for an LNG spill due to leakage or tank overfilling. The

esult shows that the consequences are fatal for humans, causing catas-

rophic failure on structures and equipment damage. High severity of

mpact was observed in the mixed refrigerant module of the liquefac-

ion process plant. An integrated, highly sensitive, and proactive risk

odel that will measure and comply with resilience system design is

eeded to promote performance optimization of these systems and min-

mize frequent interruption in remote and harsh offshore operations. 

.1.4. Drilling risk effects 

The drilling operation process is prone to high risk in remote

nd harsh environments. The most critical drilling risky scenario is a

lowout. Geuns [154] identified blowout as a critical accident scenario

n an extreme (arctic) environment. Several concepts for blowout occur-

ence in offshore operations have been presented [ 154–158 ]. Abimbola

t al. [159] presented blowout risk analysis for drilling operations us-

ng bow-tie analysis. Abimbola and Khan [160] and Bergan [158] ex-

lained various risk consequences of blowout occurrence. In the remote

nd harsh environment, the drilling operation is prone to frequent well-

ontrol subsystems’ failures that may result in release, fire, explosion,

nd blowout. Recent models use various techniques to predict and miti-

ate system failures in a harsh environment. The dynamics of the remote

nd harsh environment require continuous research to understand better

he best safely prediction in offshore drilling operations in this terrain. 

.2. Reliability and integrity challenges 

The remote and harsh environment has been described as character-

zed by extreme ice features, wind, waves, and storms. These environ-

ents have posed a dangerous threat due to extreme and complex struc-

ural degradation that is unpredictable because of the dynamic nature

f its elements. The reliability and integrity of structures and equipment
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perating in this terrain are critically threatened, and the need to un-

erstand these risk factors for oil and gas exploration is necessary. The

mpacts of these environmental factors cause failures of the offshore sys-

ems and lead to financial losses through frequent interruption, system

hutdown, and maintenance. As discussed earlier under risk analysis in

n offshore environment, the qualitative tools mentioned are applicable

or such systems’ reliability analysis (RAs). 

Several analytical probabilistic models, such as FORM, SORM, and

eliability-based design optimization (RBDO), have been applied to

odel different assets’ reliability in the oil and gas industry [161] .

he merits of this reliability technique over a range of floating struc-

ures with several failure modes are outlined in [162] . Although insuffi-

ient data, missing data, and insufficient data are still significant issues

n comprehensive reliability analysis of critical offshore infrastructure

n the remote and harsh environment, expert systems’ integration can

elp in data assessment and accuracy [129] . Therefore, a dynamic and

olistic approach with expert domain application needs critical atten-

ion to solve the present challenges in harsh environment operations.

baei et al. [94] used BN for moored floating system reliability and in-

egrated the hydrodynamic response into the modeling structure. The

odel shows promise in risk mitigation prediction for offshore systems.

Integrity challenges in this environment, such as degradation result-

ng from corrosion and cracks, are still a critical concern for the operator

n the industry. Thodi et al. [ 163 , 164 ] presented a risked-based integrity

odel to predict environmentally induced defects in the process and off-

hore structure. The authors used a sampling-based Metropolis-Hastings

M-H) algorithm and demonstrated the framework for asset degradation

echanisms in process plants. This framework makes a useful predic-

ion, considering the uncertainty for corrosion and crack profile over

ime, and assesses cost-based implications of the system’s degradation

n the harsh environment. Winterization is a crucial phenomenon asso-

iated with harsh environment operations where low-temperature mat-

ers, and continuous research is needed for better prediction. 

.2.1. Hull structural failures 

Extreme wave formation with critical wave height and period are

xperienced in a harsh environment. These wave-impact related loads

slamming) cause stress impact on offshore structures and can result in

eformation of the structural components. In such systems’ design and

peration phase, a better understanding of the environmental load’s im-

act is critical. The development in the shipping industry has also pro-

oted advanced methodology to predict structural response to slam-

ing impacts. This impact sets the ship hull into a vibratory response.

lamming related impacts are presented in [165] . Ramos and Soares

166] predicted the stresses induced on ships’ forms due to wave im-

act. They used finite element methods to model the response by modal

uperposition. They were able to predict the associated slam-based verti-

al bending moment across the vessel’s length and the place of maximum

ffect. 

The ship hull’s strength, loading, and bending effect is holistic, and

n practice, the mean longitudinal bending effect is highest near the

idship. So, in most analyses, the vessel is treated as a single beam

nd the strength is analyzed longitudinally using the Euler-Bernoulli

odel. Sagging and hogging are prevailing conditions that could be crit-

cally analyzed when the hull plating is slamming. However, Wang et al.

167] revealed that the vessel experiences more significant slam induced

elative vertical motions at the fore than near midship in the head sea.

ang et al. [168] further analyzed the hydroelastic responses of hori-

ontal elastic hull plates and discovered that the slam-induced impact

ould also affect the bottom form of the ship. 

In the harsh arctic environment, the ship hull suffers ice load ei-

her from collision or accumulation on floating structures. The collision

f the iceberg with offshore structures is an alarming experience and

eeds to be evaluated. Haris and Amdahl [169] presented the analy-

is of the ice-ship collision effect at midship (hull). The mid-region of

he ship’s structural integrity is very important for the safety of life and
162 
oods, especially if a fracture occurs after the collision. To understand

he ice-hull collision impact, structural behavior, and critical scenarios

 170 , 171 ], presented different loadings on the critical part of the ship,

uch as the fore mid-ship and aft end. The ship’s hull form is made of

teel and the mechanical characteristic of steel after collision changes in

 low-temperature environment [172] . Based on the energy conserva-

ion approach, Bae et al. [173] proposed a numerical simulation model

or hull-ice collision modeling. More research is needed to better under-

tand the structural susceptibility to harsh environments. This environ-

ent critically affects the reliability and integrity of the structures and

auses catastrophic failures. 

.2.2. Riser system failures 

In most subsea systems, corrosion fatigue is a critical factor that af-

ects performance and causes such systems’ failure. Mainly in the riser

ystem, a couple of serious shortcomings were caused by corrosion of

he armor wires in the top section near the splash zone or above sea

evel [174] , common in remote and harsh environments. The most con-

equential failure factor is a damaged outer sheath due to a breach. The

erformance analysis of the riser system, especially in the harsh envi-

onment that demands new technology, new material, and new design,

ntroduces a new failure scenario that is not common to any other ter-

ain [175] . 

The global analysis for riser performance is used for sensitivity and

alibration checks related to flexible subsea systems [176] . It collates the

xternal environment conditions for fatigue loading. This external envi-

onmental impact increases and exhibits the worst unpredicted scenario

n remote and harsh environments. Although design considerations may

ave inculcated safety factors, this system will suffer a setback and fail

t certain abnormal sea states. The interconnectivity with the pipeline

ay also be set in pipe-related tension and bending, which may reduce

he angular motions relative to an interface of bending curvature or

oment [174] . The local fatigue analysis converts the global loading at

elected hotspots to stress in the armor wires and can affect the integrity

f the riser. 

.2.3. Mooring line failures 

The mooring system provides stability for the vessels in deep water

peration. There are different types of mooring systems that are com-

only used, such as catenary, semi-taut and taut. In the harsh envi-

onment, the mooring systems experience unstable behavior due to the

xtreme wave effect on the drillship and the ship dynamics [177] . Sev-

ral models have been used to analyze moored system stability in rough

eather conditions. For flexible and deep-water operation, the single

oint mooring system is used for permanently mooring in a critical,

arsh environment. 

The mooring systems exhibit instability and fishtailing motion

ypes in such an environment. Lee and Choi [178] and Aghamoham-

adi and Thompson [179] discussed the fishtailing motion of the moor-

ng system under impact and revealed that the motion arises from the

symmetry in the restoring force matrix. The asymmetry may be caused

y mooring stiffness and fluid loading interaction. Also, there is high

onlinearity in turret mooring, which causes instability or chaotic re-

ponses in operations. For viscous flow-related terms, the yaw motion

oment on the mooring system can be modeled using the relation pro-

osed by [178] . 

Mooring line dynamics become complicated in rough weather con-

itions and are mostly analyzed relative to the drillship response in such

 sea state. Large amplitude wave frequency motions and viscous flow-

elated hydrodynamic effects contribute to the mooring dynamic and

nstability, and the reliability of the mooring systems will be affected

ver time. The research of [ 179 , 180 ], shows that in large amplitude un-

table sea states, the mooring system was unable to keep the drillship on

he station; the state of instability increases with time-dependent vary-

ng loads. Therefore, Paton et al. [177] evaluated the unstable behavior

f mooring lines based on time-varying loads and suggested that this
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hould be accounted for in the stability modeling of mooring systems

or harsh environment operation. 

Mousavi [181] uses Monte Carlo simulation to predict the fail-

re probability of mooring systems. In his analysis, the mooring sys-

em sub-components failure is time-dependent (that is, one failure at a

ime), which defines their sub-component functionality. Mousavi et al.

182] further use a progressive reliability method to quantify the relia-

ility of a mooring system under sea loading impact and compare it with

hat of the Monte Carlo simulation. The model was able to predict the

ailure probability of the system and its sub-components., especially for

 serviceable mooring type. The report of [183] shows the failure trend

f mooring systems of mobile offshore drilling systems in the harsh envi-

onment. The cases presented were in the harsh North Sea environment.

he result revealed a tendency for a high failure rate of mooring systems

n such an environment. The need to understand and develop integrated

odels that can predict such a system’s safety in extreme sea states re-

uires further work. 

.2.4. Umbilical system failures 

The umbilical is part of subsea systems that are grouped under flex-

ble pipes. It provides power and control (electricity, hydraulic power,

hemical injection) to the subsea oil and gas equipment [12] . The per-

ormance of the umbilical is condition-based. Therefore, the remote

nd harsh environment presents an abnormal scenario because of en-

ironmental and accidental loads. The umbilical system is prone to

ortex-induced vibration in the steady current condition and worsens

n harsh environment operation [ 12 , 184 ]. This scenario increases the

ailure mode of the umbilical system. 

Global loading analysis is used to predict the dynamic and non-linear

ffects of the environmental impact on the umbilical. The study indi-

ates the displacement and stress results (axial force, bending, and tor-

ional moment) along the umbilical’s length. It is necessary to integrate

atigue life determination into the stress models for holistic analysis, es-

ecially in a harsh environment where loading impact is sometimes un-

redictable. Also, under extreme wave conditions, vessel motion causes

he umbilical to move in different directions and the touchdown zone to

ary in time. Fatigue damage sets in due to the seafloor restraints and

an result in total failure. 

.2.5. Human failures 

The drilling operation in remote and harsh environments signifi-

antly increases occupational risk. According to [ 185 , 186 ], slips, trips,

nd falls from heights are common events that result in injuries in harsh

nvironment operations. The operating environment is characterized by

trong wind and ice loads which affect vessel motion and create a de-

eriorating working condition. Safety and production performance are

ssential aspects of offshore drilling investment, which are associated

ith many uncertainties in remote and harsh environments due to pre-

ailing human failures. 

The Arctic environmental condition is characterized by extreme cold,

arkness, and isolation, creating difficult working conditions for crew

perations [3] . The operational and logistics challenges include limited

ilfield support infrastructure, operation complexity, sparse offset data,

trong ocean currents, and a lack of real operational data for risk analy-

is [ 187 , 188 ]. Recent studies by Deacon et al. [189] show a significant

ifference between relative human error probabilities in cold and nor-

al conditions and the importance of the effect of cold temperature

n human performance. There are associated health-related challenges

n the remote environment that critically affect personal performance.

ome are highlighted in the literature. Occupational safety mainly re-

ates to personal safety, and the focus is on the prevention and mitiga-

ion of hazards that could result in health issues (e.g., slips, trips, and

alls). 

Winterization is a phenomenon that characterizes the harsh arctic

nvironment, which greatly affects human performance if not adequate.
163 
ang et al. [190] proposed a risk-based winterization technique to pre-

ict an onboard crew ship’s operational envelope. In remote harsh envi-

onments, the relationship between these two areas of safety is stronger

han that in normal climatic conditions, and one may lead to the other.

urther work was presented by Ratnayake [191] on winterization in-

egrity management. The author used a fuzzy-based approach to mini-

ize the variability of the associated winterization risk in offshore op-

rations. Research awareness of winterization integrity-based manage-

ent is evolving, and more dynamic models that can integrate a robust

ritical element require further work. 

.3. Logistics challenges 

Logistics and the supply chain are vital parts of an offshore drilling

peration. Transport of drilling facilities, installation, construction, and

roduction involve a series of logistic services. The offshore operation

nvolves heavy lifting operations, such as positioning rig structures,

ubsea installations, and offloading, which are greatly affected in re-

ote and harsh environments. Although the remote and harsh environ-

ent operation is still underdeveloped and there are limited infrastruc-

ures that can enhance stress-free oil and gas operation, there is no de-

eloped network connection in terms of communication and seaports’

nfrastructure [188] . Communication and response infrastructures are

ritical for safe offshore operations in remote and harsh environments

192] . There are restrictive laws and environmental sensitivity in re-

ote and harsh arctic environments. Due to the lack of highly effective

mergency infrastructure, limited oil spill contingency measures pose a

hreat to oil and gas development in this region [ 9 , 193 ]. Weather infras-

ructure that enhances weather predictions is rare in most this region.

specially for adequate weather prediction, we need robust weather

nfrastructure that is technologically sophisticated to account for ev-

ry hidden detail of the weather at all sea states. Indeed, the available

echnology cannot accurately predict the size, location, and strength of

olar low pressure when it is building up [194] . The region in ques-

ion is complex and problematic, affecting logistics and supply chain

lanning. 

The costs of the drilling, operation, and logistics in a harsh environ-

ent are expressed in non-linearity with the operation; cost increases

xponentially, and the investment risk also increases significantly. The

hallenges faced are significant and complex: from the rig to the deep-

st section of the well. Long distances to the market and suppliers intro-

uce significant transport logistics and cost problems. In this situation,

ervice and spare parts delivery takes more time, affecting the prompt

epair of the breakdown facility. The long distance to the market, com-

ined with the climate condition and lack of suitable infrastructure, can

ead to unacceptable downtime in the production process and return

n investment [3] . The harsh environment creates the need for special

ogistic and maintenance strategies that can overcome the problems.

he Arctic (harsh) environment is characterized by freezing tempera-

ures. Research showed that an annual minimum temperature of − 39 °C

o − 20 °C can be experienced in the northern part of the Barents Sea

195] . Offshore operations at such temperatures will be affected, and

arine icing will affect the offshore facility. Dominant causative factors

re high air humidity, cold rain, accumulation of dense fog, sea spray,

nd cold temperatures [ 196 , 197 ]. Fog formation affects the visibility,

hich restricts ship and helicopter support service for some periods of

he year. This results in logistics challenges that will affect the offshore

rilling operations and increase the running cost of the project’s produc-

ion phase. 

Remoteness and lack of highly sensitive infrastructures affect emer-

ency oil-spill and logistics responses [198] . No real-time model has

een developed to predict the logistics profile and economic risk due to

nterruption and the environmental constraints in a remote and harsh

nvironment. However, capacity optimization of the FPSO/drillship is

n evolving concept that most of the oil and gas companies are explor-

ng as one of the options. The larger drillship will provide more storage
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Table 2 

State of knowledge of challenges in remote and harsh Arctic environment offshore operations. 

Challenges Sub-categorization Current state 

Importance to offshore operation 

in remote & harsh environment Recommendation 

Environmental Wind loads Models exist for wind load 

prediction but are site specific 

Most important for offshore 

reliability 

Continuous research for a 

generalized model for an 

improved wind loads prediction 

Waves loads Limited models exist for extreme 

scenario 

Critical for safe operation Robust generic models for 

real-time higher significant wave 

height and wavelength ratio( 𝜆/L) 

are required to improve the 

current models 

Ice loads Limited models exist for moored 

structure prediction 

Most important for remote arctic 

environment 

More studies are required to 

understand ice geometry and 

impact characteristics better 

Current and storm Limited models exist for 

structural response in storm 

Most necessary for offshore 

system stability prediction 

Continuous research is needed to 

improve the current models 

Offshore system dynamics Roll motion effects Current models exist for 

structural dynamic response with 

uncertainty 

Most critical in offshore system 

structural dynamic response 

Continuous research to improve 

existing models and minimize 

uncertainty 

Pitch motion effects New model proposed for design 

optimization and position 

Important for position reference 

in operations 

Improvement required for a 

generalized application 

Heave motion effects Limited models exist for harsh 

operation prediction 

Critical in dynamic response that 

defines operational stability 

Continuous research to better 

understand the complexity of 

most critical scenarios 

Yaw, sway, surge effects Limited models exist that predict 

effect minimization 

Most important in the tandem 

offloading operation 

More study required to improve 

the current models 

Offshore system risk/safety Spill risk No holistic model exists for 

remote harsh environment 

Most important for 

environmental policy compliance 

The development of a robust 

terrain specific algorithm is 

necessary 

Collision risk Accident limit state and collision 

models exist 

Critical in offloading and logistic 

operation 

More study is required for the 

development of an integrated 

dynamic model 

Topside/production risk Current qualitative, dynamic, and 

consequences models exist 

Critical in the support and 

subsystems operations 

Continuous research to 

understand critical causative 

factors and improve the current 

model’s framework 

Drilling/blowout risk Current models exist Most critical in safe drilling 

operation 

Continuous research is needed to 

meet the dynamic terrain 

Operational reliability/integrity 

risk 

Limited models exist but not 

adequate 

Critical for safe and sustainable 

operation in the remote harsh 

environment 

More studies are required to 

better understand the dynamic in 

reliability and integrity 

management in remote harsh 

environment 

Economic risk No holistic model exists for 

remote harsh environment 

operational interruption 

prediction 

Critical for investment and 

operational sustainability 

decision making 

The development of a robust 

dynamic terrain specific model is 

necessary 

Logistics Shipping No model for routing and supply 

chain prediction in remote harsh 

environment 

Most critical for sustainable 

operation (repairs, spare parts, 

maintenance, etc.) and 

emergency response 

More studies are required to 

develop a holistic logistic flow 

model for the remote arctic 

operations 

Air(helicopter) Limited framework for air logistic 

support prediction 

Most critical for sustainable 

operation (personnel, supply, 

etc.) and emergency response 

The development of an integrated 

dynamic model is necessary 
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ompartments for goods and support materials needed for the period of

peration. The concepts have their associated cost and limited applica-

ion in case of critical facilities’ failures. 

. Knowledge gaps and research opportunities 

The characterization of remote and harsh environments is complex

nd evolving, limiting offshore infrastructure performance and mak-

ng failure predictions difficult. Though several models have been pro-

osed for application in offshore systems risk and safety modeling dur-
164 
ng drilling operations in remote harsh environments, most of the mod-

ls are site specific with a high level of uncertainty. Their inability to

ccurately predict multicriteria influences in each time domain is still a

hallenge. Although the dynamic structural models for moored-offshore

ystems provide accurate reliability, the system under critical impact

till needs further research. The reviewed operational risk models are

ot dynamically structured to capture influential factors’ interdepen-

ency (see Table 2 ). There is a need to develop an intertwined design

or safety to integrate the multiple dimensional risk factors during op-

rations in remote arctic offshore environments. 
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The following provides an extended research frontier to improve op-

rational sustainability in remote and harsh offshore operations: 

• Development and adoption of data digitalization and IoT for marine

system design and operations 

• Development of resilience infrastructure for optimum survivability

in harsh arctic environments 

• Development of optimization tools through data mining and smart

system for risk management 

• Advanced design and material characterization via machine learning

algorithms for remote arctic operations 

. Conclusions 

This paper presents the state-of-the-art of offshore system opera-

ional challenges in remote and harsh environments. An assessment

o understand the state of operations and system dynamics in remote

nd harsh environment operations has been presented. The review

hows that the remote and harsh operating environment faces seri-

us challenges, and technological development is still evolving to min-

mize operational interruption. From the study, the initial challenges

re grouped thus:(1) Environmental factors, (2) offshore structural dy-

amics, (3) operational risk and safety, (4) logistics challenges. The

nvironmental constraints are waves, wind, currents, storms, and ice

henomena that interrupt operation. The environmental constraints af-

ect the offshore systems’ dynamics and stability, causing risky oper-

tions. The operation in remote and harsh environments is strongly

ependent on the environmental constraint and offshore systems re-

ponses. This dependability affects the work and logistical services,

ausing an interruption. In terms of operation and economic resources,

isk measurement is also critical in remote and harsh environments.

he drilling, production, and logistics operations are time-bound be-

ause of the terrain. This affects the investment recovery plan. Sum-

arized areas of concern, such as structural design and response pre-

iction of a modern drillship and semi-submersible platforms, are

resented. 

Logistics and supply chain planning and prediction are still a chal-

enge because of the lack of accurate data and meteorological uncer-

ainties. An innovative model development that can integrate logistics

isk prediction in the remote harsh environment is necessary. Several

ther risks and consequences models for operational analysis in a re-

ote harsh environment are unable to capture the likely interdepen-

encies and instability in influential parameters. For economic risk pre-

iction due to interruption, a dynamic risk framework that is time and

pace-dependent is needed for a holistic analysis of drilling operations

n the remote harsh arctic environment. Table 2 in section 5 summarizes

he challenges of remote harsh environment operation, recent research

ontributions and recommendations for future work. 
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